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An algorithm is presented for computing units in Z[a] where (Y is a real root 
of a manic irreducible polynomial with integer coefficients. It is shown that 
there exist lines in the additive lattice of Z[or] which have an infinite number of 
units in any cylinder with one of these lines as axis. The cubic case is studied 
in greater detail. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we present an algorithm for computing units in 
Z[CX], where 01 is a real root of a manic irreducible polynomial 
f(x) = xn + C,” c,..#-~, ci E Z for i = I,..., n. The algorithm is practical 
and may be programmed on a high-speed computer. It is hoped that the 
class of units studied in this paper will also be of theoretical interest. 
The structure of the group of units U of Z[IX] is well known, see [l]. 
We have U(Z[LII]) = U, = & x W, , where R, is the finite group formed 
by the roots of unity in Z[o1] and W, is a free Abelian group of r, + r, - 1 
generators. The number rl is the number of real conjugates and r, is half 
the number of complex conjugates of (Y. In our case r, > 1 and 
Ra = (1, -l}. 
*Deceased. May, 1972. 
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2. (all, 6) UNITS 
To 01 we associate the matrix A, , where A, operating on the column 
vector [@-l ,..., OL, llt = V, is aV, . The matrix A, is given explicitly by 
A, = (2.1) 
Then Z[CX] is isomorphic to Z[CX] and if h = xi-’ L&C& E Z[OI], we have 
Al V, = XV, , where Ah = C,“-’ diAgi. Note that the last row of Ad is 
de, ,..., do so that A may be recovered quickly from AA . If we wish to 
emphasize the fact that An is parameterized by the d$‘s, we write Ai” for Ah . 
Other superscripts will be used for different parameterizations of Ah . We 
shall find it convenient to describe Ah in terms of the first column of AA 
rather than the last row. Thus, we define the parameters a, ,..., a,-., by the 
equation T[a, ,..., a,-J = [do ,..., d,J, where 
(2.2) 
We designate this new parameterization of AA as A:“. An easy computation 
shows that the first column of Ala’ is the column vector [u++.~ ,..., uJ. 
We note that the entries of Aka’ are linear integral combinations of the ad’s 
Now the condition that X is a unit can be expressed by saying that 
det Ai” = f 1. Since for any X E Z[a], det A,, E Z we can state this 
condition more loosely by saying that 1 det Ai” ( is “small.” What does this 
say about the Q’S ? Forgetting for a moment that the ai’s are integers, we 
let a, = aor”, and a short computation shows that the ith row of Aia’ is 
cy times the (i + I)st row. Hence, det Ai” = 0. Thus, we have 
made the absolute value of det Ai” “small” paying the price of having 
AA 6 zkl. 
The preceeding discussion motivates the following change of parameters. 
COMPUTING UNITS 
We let S[a, , l 1 ,..., E,J = [a, ,..., a,-J, where 
s= * @.’ 
i 
1 
01 1 O 
. . . . 
. . . . . 
(g-1 . . . o1 1 
The first column of AA which we now denote by A13’ will be 
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(2.3) 
(2.4) 
We say that a unit A is an (a, , C) unit if when AA is expressed as Ai3’, i.e., in 
terms of the parameters a, , l 1 ,.. ., E,-~ , each 1 ci ) < $. The computational 
significance of (a,, E) units is that they are a “one parameter family” of 
units, i.e., the Q’S are completely determined by a, , since the first column 
of Ai3’ has integer entries. Thus, (a0 , C) units are easier to Grid, if, of course, 
they exist. Their existence is provided by the following theorem. 
THEOREM 1. (a, , E) units exist in A[ol]. 
The proof will be given in a series of lemmas. Lemma 1 is a well known 
result used in numerical analysis. 
LEMMA 1. Let A be a diagonable matrix of order n with a real eigenvalue 
ho of multiplicity 1 such that 1 hi ) < j ho I for any other eigenvalue h, of A. 
Let x0 ,..., x,+.~ be a basis of eigenvectors of unit length where xi corresponds 
to Xi . Further suppose that y is any vector q! in the space generated by 
{Xl ,..‘, x,-.~}. Then 
lim Amy -= 
n+* ) Amy 1 
fx 0’ 
ProoJ Let y = g-’ bixi , b, # 0. Then 
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Dividing numerator and denominator by horn and taking limits proves the 
lemma. Later we will use the fact that if h, > 1, Xi < 1, i > 0, Anly is 
approaching the line through the origin and x0 . 
LEMMA 2. Let 01 = 01~) 01~ ,..., 01,~~ be the conjugates of CX. Let 
4% ,*--, IX,-~) be the kth symmetric polynomial of (01~ ,..., 01&. Then if 
cf-’ &%(% >..-, anel) = 0, where dk E Z, k = I,..., n - 1, we have dk = 0 
for all k. 
Proof. CT~+~(O~~ ,..., 01~~~) = OI~U~(~~ ,..., o1,J + (~~+~(ol~ ,..., (Y&. Induc- 
tively, assume that r~~(ol~ ,..., a,-,) is a k degree polynomial over Z in 01~ .
From the above equation ~~+~(o1~ ,..., ol,J is a k + 1 degree polynomial in 
01~) since gk+l (a 0 ,..., 01,~~) E Z. Thus, cE=: dkqJcul ,..., CX+~) is at most an 
n - 1 degree polynomial in 01~ . Thus, the coefficient of u,,’ in the previous 
expression must be 0. But the coefficient of C+ is a nonzero multiple of 
d,-, ; hence, d,-, = 0. The coefficient of G-’ is a nontrivial linear 
combination of d,-, and dnbz ; hence, d,-, = 0. Continuing we find that 
all the di’s are 0. 
LEMMA 3. ZfZ,, ,..., Z,-, are rational integers, not all 0, then 
det 
. . 
as-1 
z, ? . . 1 I # 0. (2.5) 
The determinant is easily shown to be 
and, hence, if equal to 0, we have Z,, = Z, = ... = Z,-, = 0, by 
Lemma 2. 
LEMMA 4. There exists in Z[OI] a unit h such that h > 1, 1 hi 1 < 1 for all 
conjugates A, ,..., A,_, of A. 
A proof is given in [2] for the case in which Z[O~] is the ring of integers 
of Q(a). However, the argument just uses Minkowski’s theorem on lattices 
and the proof goes through in general by using the lattice Z[ol] instead of 
the lattice of algebraic integers in Q(a). 
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To prove the theorem we introduce new parameters for Ai3’. We define 
these new parameters aI0 , rl ,..., rmVl by 
l i = a,r,r, -** riJri - fx) 
and designate this new parameterization by A;*‘. The first column of Ai*’ is 
aorlrz 
aor 
(2.6) 
Now let X be the unit of Lemma 4. Then using Lemma 3 we find that Ai*’ 
satisfies the hypothesis of Lemma 1 with y equal to the first column of Al;” 
and x0 = I’, . The conclusion of Lemma 1 implies that there exists m such 
that (Ap’)m has its corresponding ri’s arbitrarily close to CX, and the remark 
after Lemma 1 show that ao(ri - CX) can be made arbitrarily small. Using 
(2.5), or alternatively (2.4) and (2.6), we can make each 1 ci I arbitrarily 
small and in particular less than 8. Thus, h” is an (a, , e) unit for all m 
greater than some fixed integer m, . 
3. A GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION 
The mapping [Z, ,..., Z,-,] -+ C,“-’ Z,ai is 1 - 1 from the lattice points 
of Euclidean n-space onto Z[(~I]. This mapping may be extended in the 
obvious way to the rest of Euclidean space, e.g. [e, r,.,., I.31 -+ e + 
ra + ... + 1.3o1+l. Of course, the image may or may not be in Z[CX] 
and the mapping is no longer 1 - 1. Let 
[ 
n-1 n-1 n-1 
p = C ciai-l + d+-1, 
1 
F Ciolie2 + (11”-2y.*., C Cjilli-(n-l) + Cy, I] 
n-1 
and let L be the line through the origin and P. A neighborhood of L is 
defined to be an n-dimensional cylinder with axis L. 
THEOREM 2. Any neighborhood of L contains injinitely many units of 
Z[a]. Furthermore, P *f’(a), wheref’(x) is the derivative off(x). 
Proof. If h is the unit of Lemma 4 we have for sufficiently large m the 
first column of Ahrn arbitrarily near the line through the origin and the 
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point (1, 01, a2 ,..., an-r) which implies using (2.2) that the last row of Ahm 
is arbitrarily near the line L. 
The second assertion of Theorem 2 follows easily by direct computation. 
4. THE CUBIC CASE 
In this section we obtain more detailed information about ((II,, , E) units 
for the case IZ = 3. If h E Z[(~I], we have 
[ 
a2 -a,c, - alcl --alto 
A(2) = a, alc2 + a2 --aoco 1 (4.1) a0 aOc2 + al aOcl + as2 + a2 
A?) = 
i 
a2ao + acl + l 2 -aoco - aocp - elcl --aaOcO - elcO 
aa0 + q a2ao + 4zoc2 + 4 + c2el + e2 --aoco 
a0 ao(c2 + 4 + cl a2ao + daoc2 + 4 
+ 9c2 + e2 + aOcl I 
Computing the determinant we find it to be given by 
det A’f) = (3cu2ao + 2a(aoc2 + cl) + E,C, + l 2 + aocl) 8(e1 , e2) (4.3) 
where 
Q(q , e2) = e22 + cc2 + 4 ElE2 + (Cl + c2a + a”) E12. (4.4) 
From the last row of (4.2) we see that X is just the first factor in (4.3); thus, 
det A13) = hQ(q , e2). (4.5) 
Assume now that X is a unit with 1 X / > 1. From (4.5) we have 
I Q(Q , 2 E )I < 1. Thus, I Ed j and I c2 j will be bounded provided Q(cl , l 2) 
is positive definite. We compute the discriminant D of Q(E, , l 2) and get 
D = 3a2ao + 2ol(a,c, + el) + l lcZ + e2 + aOcl . 
Q<Q 3 2 E ) is positive definite if and only if D is positive. What condition 
does this place upon our original cubic? A direct calculation shows that 
D > 0 implies that (y. lies outside the interval given by 
[-c, f (c22 - 3c1)1/2] 
3 
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We interpret this result geometrically: If the cubic isf(x), let a be such that 
f(a)=f( m > h x in w  ere xmin is the local minimum (if one exists) of f(x), 
but a # x,r, . Similarly, define b such that f(b) = f(xmax> where xmm is 
the local maximum of f(x), b # xmax . Then D > 0 says that CX# [a, b]. 
Also D > 0 iff(x) has no maximum or minimum. But this just says that 
f(x) has precisely one real root for iff(x) has three real roots, all three 
roots lie in [aa, b]. We illustrate in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
FIGURE 4.1 
FIGURE 4.2 
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Actually it can be shown that D is a real square times the discriminant 
off. From Q(c 1 , CJ < 1 we get by completing the square the following 
bounds for I Ed 1, I Ed / : 
2 ’ Cl + 0x2 + a2 ‘l/Z 
’ El ’ < ’ 3cu2 + 2ac, + 4c, ‘l/2 ’ 
(4.7) ?I 
’ E2 ’ < ’ 3cu2 + 2ac: + 4c, ‘l/2 - 
These bounds are independent of X. In some cases both 1 e1 1 and 1 e2 ] 
are bounded above by 4, so that every unit h in Z[ol] with 1 h 1 > 1 is an 
(a,, E) unit. In the case wheref(x) has three real roots we write 
det A:) = h(c2 + 1/2~,(c, + 01 + (3012 + L!w, + 4~,)9), 
(4.8) 
(e2 + l/2& + 01 - (3012 + 2olc2 + 4c#“)). 
It is not hard to show that the three factors of 4.8 are conjugates. If we 
restrict ourselves to units h such that I X I > 1, I h, I < 1, I & I < 1, where 
A1 and h, are the conjugates of h we get the same bounds as those in (4.7). 
5. FINAL REMARKS 
The inequality on Q(E, , l a) after (4.5) may be divided through by a 
(proper) lower bound of I h I. For some equations the new bounds make 
1 Ed 1 and 1 Ed ] very small. The reader may find it instructive to find (a,, E) 
units for cubits with small coefficients by slide rule using (4.1). For 
example a unit for Z[a], where 01~ + 01 - 3 = 0 was found in this way 
to be 47 + 2301 + 19a2. Finally, we remark that there are many (a,, E) 
units larger than one and some of whose conjugates are also larger than 
one. 
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